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Abstract
We seek to understand a concept in a visual format by integrating knowl-
edge bases into image generation. We source our knowledge from seman-
tic word embeddings that hold the understanding of words people use in
everyday language, and incorporate them into a class of machine learning
frameworks known as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). We aim
to generate visually indeterminate images for concepts that are obscure to
imagine, and question the creativity of the machine in doing so.
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Introduction
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are a class of generative models
that use adversarial training of two neural networks: a Generator which
constructs generated data from noise (z) and a Discriminator which eval-
uates the output, along with real data x, as Real or Fake [1].

Figure 1: GAN Algorithm

For indistinguishable generated data (G(z)) from real data (x), the Gen-
erator and Discriminator play a MiniMax Game to minimize and maxi-
mize the loss function V (G,D) until they reach Nash Equilibrium.

Dataset
ConceptNet Numberbatch is a 9161912 x 300 set of semantic vectors
built using an ensemble that combines data from ConceptNet, word2vec,
GloVe, and OpenSubtitles 2016 [2]. It presents concepts, for example
the English concept of ”philosophy” as such: c/en/philosophy. We filter
concepts based on ”relatedness” using the ConceptNet 5.7 REST API.

Methodology
1. Plain Python: simple GAN built without Machine Learning Libraries.

Figure 2: Real Image (top) vs. Generated Image (bottom) for c/en/virus in Plain Python

2. Original GAN: PyTorch implementation that utilizes the original loss
function in [1]. Method fails to converge as the Discriminator out trains
the Generator and does not provide feedback to improve learning.

Figure 3: Real Image vs. Generated Image for c/en/virus in Original GAN

3. Wasserstein GAN with Gradient Penalty (WGAN-GP): PyTorch im-
plementation that utilizes Wasserstein loss with a Critic, instead of a Dis-
criminator, and a gradient penalty to regularize the critic’s gradient.

Figure 4: Real Image (left) vs. Generated Image (right) for 10,000 concepts (viewing
25 random in 5 x 5 display). Concepts are reshaped from 50 x 300 to a symmetric 123 x
123 for ease in Deep Convolutional GAN (DCGAN) architecture.

Results
Through qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the generated samples,
we chose Plain Python as our desired methodology. We then conduct a
Sensitivity Analysis on colormaps to represent our dataset in the proper
3D colorspace and enhance our visuals.

Figure 5: Real (top) vs. Generated Image (bottom) for c/en/emotion in Plain Python
using ’flag’ colormap from Miscellaneous class

Conclusion
Indeed, the quest of creativity within the machine exists as the visuals
created by the machine are unique, indeterminate and thus creative. How-
ever, template visuals leads us to question the extent of this creativity, and
for that reason, require future work to determine this extent.
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